
MODULE 3

HOMEPLAY

Taking care of  
yourself when reading for others



THESE ARE THE 5 MAIN SUBJECTS WE’RE COVERING 
FOR THIS WEEK’S TOPICS AND 4 VIDEOS IN SW 
MODULE THREE

 1. Setting Healthy Energetic Boundaries

 2. Dealing with Resistance and Anxiety

 3. Beyond the Personal Self (more on the transpersonal)

 4. Advanced Techniques for Staying Neutral

 5. How to Effectively Close a Reading

Before you actually start practicing with your sharing partners, you will want
to make sure you are clear on what having healthy boundaries means and
why setting a container for your readings is important — either on your own
or sharing your wisdom with others — as well as staying aware of when you
slip from your observer into your identifier.

In this module, we are covering this and more, including how to deal with
projection, resistance, and how to get to neutral quickly and effectively.

We will also cover the importance of the transpersonal relationship in
regard to setting boundaries as you move beyond the personal self into the
universal self.

And lastly, how to effectively close a reading — your own and then one with
someone else, lest you carry around unresolved energy.

Welcome to Module Three
OF SHARED WISDOM
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Topic 1:
SETTING HEALTHY ENERGETIC BOUNDARIES

In any of your interactions with others, you will notice that you feel neutral
with some people, not having a specific experience you’d take note of, while
with others you will feel more of a pull, but you can still be detached. With
certain people, you can feel very connected and in alignment and feeling
really in sync, but with some people you feel overloaded and invaded, as if
they sucked up all the air in the room or they’ve stepped inside your  
invisible line.

From no energetic charge to too much, it’s our job to manage our energy to
keep it as even keel as possible while being exposed to the extremes of the
outer world of which we really have no control.

There is a sensitivity spectrum to pay attention to.

In your journal, turn it sideways, then draw a long, curved line from left to
right. Write neutral — no energy charge on the left, then space out evenly,
with a line that would show you the next level up of sensitivity concluding on
the far right with overloaded and invaded.

Write down a few names for each sensitivity level to help you illustrate this to
yourself. These could be current or in the past.

 people you have no energy with

 people you have some sense of, but very little energy charge

 people you feel in sync with

 people who you have a boundary issue with, sensing overwhelm  
 and invasion

It’s not important to answer the question, why does this happen, rather, how
can I set a healthy energetic boundary so I can remain more in the Observer
Self rather than the Identifier Self.
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The Observer is as its name suggests — this self within you can observe with
curiosity and detachment. You don’t feel as if everything is personal since you
are on your “hovercraft” hovering above whatever is going on.

The Identifier is when you begin to sense things as personal, as the world
happening to you; therefore, you are experiencing the situation, identifying
with it.

Observing means to see; identifying means to be. I see vs. I am.
Whether you are tracking your energy, your story in motion, or observing
someone else’s, it is the position you are experiencing from that will
determine your capacity to co-create, or to witness someone else.

As the Observer, you are free and in a state of connection and expansion, but
as the Identifier, you are trapped in ego-centric limitation.

We set energetic boundaries so we can more easily remain in the Observer,
nothing more.

We stay out of the details and make a commitment to move our mind.

Understanding where you end and others begin is crucial to be in a state  
of observation.

You are more likely to be thrown off if you are:

 Hungry

 Angry

 Lonely

 T ired...

HALT if any of these are happening.

To manage your energy, Self-Care is #1

Here are questions you will want to ask yourself throughout this course. You
might think they are simple, but many people forget how easy it is to forget
their personal energy container when they haven’t paid attention to HALT.
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Hungry — Are you fed? (Have you had too much coffee? Hung over? Did
you have proper nourishment? If not, have a snack high in fat rather than
high in sugar.)

Angry — Are you experiencing anger that needs to be moved? (direct
confrontation, physical exercise, time-out, meditation, or a salt bath)

Lonely — Have you made a positive connection and shared with someone
you feel safe with? (phone a friend or family member, return an email, reach
out for personal contact)

Tired — Have you had enough sleep? (take a nap, meditate, go for a brisk
walk, get off the computer, do some stretching exercises)

Recognize your personal signals — i.e., this feels good, this doesn’t  
feel right, etc.

Remember you are always observing — i.e., that’s interesting.

Do not take anything personally when you are exploring this topic or you
won’t get the hang of it.

If you run across someone who steps in too close to your boundaries, learn to
cut it off before it becomes an issue for you. “NO. No, thank you”. “No, I can’t
listen right now. Sorry, I don’t have the bandwidth”.

Sometimes it’s more important to move away than to spend time reflecting
on why or what came up for you. Sometimes a pattern comes up, you need to
notice it and move to higher ground rather than give it your energy.

Other times, you will want to journal about your triggers, patterns etc., but
recognizing them and moving away is sometimes more efficient than diving
in, although it’s important we do both in this course.

Learn to love yourself more than your need to allow others to be in too close.
You can say no, and you must learn to.
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Topic 2:
DEALING WITH RESISTANCE AND ANXIETY

This is pretty easy once you make your commitment to your self-care,
recognize your sensitivity spectrum, and practice getting into the Observer.

Here are some questions to ask yourself when you come across resistance.

Always pull one card from one deck for insight, then a second and third from 
other decks.

 What is the nature of my resistance to this person/subject/experience?

 What can I learn from my resistance?

 What am I hiding from?

 How can I move past this with grace?

How to work with resistance in a group
When you are ready to partner with others and resistance comes up from 
another person in your group, sometimes it is because people aren’t ready to 
address the resistance on the spot. (Or none could come up at all, but just in 
case, it’s better that you have tools!)

Then all three (or two) in the group should pull three cards to journal, and 
return fresh next day or in a couple of days to go over the insights, allowing the 
person that came up with the resistance to go first.

Then the question changes to, “What can I learn from this energy that showed 
up in our group?” and, “What is the best course of action to take now?” Again, 
choose from multiple decks to answer.
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Remember, if resistance comes up, it comes from something personal first, but 
it will have universal underpinnings.

We want to take a breather and come back to talk not about the personal 
trigger but about the universal theme.

Example: when a person resists their cards or your conversation with them 
about them, the natural thing would be to go back and say, “This reminds me of 
when my ex did such and such and I felt bad and blah, blah, blah,” but what we 
are looking for is “resistance came up for me as the theme of unworthiness was 
brought to the surface.”

This is how you move beyond the Personal.
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Topic 3:
BEYOND THE PERSONAL SELF
(video meditation)
Imagine yourself on an energetic hovercraft or magic carpet. Your story is below you and shows 
itself to you as ribbons of energy, always moving, always morphing.

Now, imagine your story intertwining with others, seeing everything as moving lights.

Notice how you feel when you move closer to the energy.

Get as close as you can, so you can allow yourself to tune into it.

What would happen if you stepped into it?

Do you notice more noise? Can you hear details of stories? Your current story?

Let yourself fall into it for a moment, and take note of the shift in you.

Write down the difference of how it feels to be inside the energy and hovering above it.

Allow yourself to identify with the energy, saying, “I am this... I feel this,
I’m in it and I can’t get out...”

Now we’re going to change that.

Allow yourself to climb back on your hovercraft or your magic carpet, and notice the difference. 
You are still close enough to see, but hovering just above you can observe it without it being 
about you.

This place just beyond the personal self is the position through which we are free to 
co-create our intentions, course correct with fluidity, or remain to learn whatever lesson has 
chosen us.

Let the hovercraft move you just high enough so that all you see is moving threads  
of energy.

Now come back to center...

Write about your experience.

Explain the process of moving from being in the fray, identifying with what’s going 
on vs. moving up and into a place to observe.
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Topic 4:
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR 
STAYING NEUTRAL

This topic will be discussed at length on the group call with Doug and me.

Journal questions with three cards from three separate decks.

 1. When faced with strong energy, how can I step back?

 2. When faced with strong energy, and I fall into it, how can I signal  
      myself to move away?

 3. Am I willing to be around others and practice loving detachment?

 4. If so, describe three times you have successfully done this. If
     you haven’t yet, describe a scenario that usually triggers you,
     and imagine how it would feel to take the steps to move into
     the Observer?

 5. If you have a tendency to be attracted to drama, or find
     yourself in it more often than not, can you detach without
     trying to figure it out even if you know there is a pattern?
     Can you “put a pin in it” until you are quiet and can course
     correct? What does that feel like? Write about this.
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Topic 5:
EFFECTIVELY CLOSE A READING
(Video Four)
Before you begin your reading, remind yourself you are looking at a story  
in motion.

The cards will reflect a story, dominant energy; yours, if you are asking for 
guidance for yourself, and as well as the other person’s, when you are acting  
as witness.

When reading for yourself, after you are complete, it’s a good idea to have some 
personal ritual that you do each time. Even saying, “It is done.” If you have them, 
clang Tibetan bells or ring a little bell (bells are wonderful ways to clear and 
complete energy). This effectively puts a period or exclamation mark  
on the story.

Journaling twice what you find is also good. Once when you first see the 
reflection and message of the cards, then again later on when you actually  
have the experience, writing about what you didn’t first notice.

Journaling twice is like placing bookends around your reading of your
story in motion.

When you work with partners, you will be taking turns initiating the reading 
of the story in motion and being on the receiving end, although you will be in 
conversation giving feedback to the other person.

Begin by asking permission, asking for the highest good.

You end by saying, “We are complete!”

Hand washing after a reading signifies a break in energy, as does making a 
sweeping motion with your hand in front of your body.

What if you don’t feel complete? Residual energy may have remained.
It’s not yours.
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You may feel the story that came up for you in regards to the reading.
Ask yourself, “Who owns this?”

Imagine you have a shawl around your shoulders. The shawl is made of energy 
that chatters and has whatever story it wants to tell woven into it in beautiful or 
ugly patterns.

Be clear that you are not the shawl, and the shawl is separate from you.

Take it off and imagine either giving it back to the other person, or if it feels too 
“sticky,” imagine tossing it into a bonfire surrounded by tones. There is no heat, 
just the soothing, cleansing, cool quality of a Violet Flame.

Partner Play
This week we are sorting everyone in groups of three at the end of the week.

Choose one person and one card, and tell them their story in motion according to 
the cards, and if you have insight (fact-based, not opinion/advice), share that and 
allow for feedback and discussion.

Choose another person in the group for two cards (two different decks).

Choose another person in group for three cards (three different decks).

Track your experience and journal.
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